Technological development of expanding food production is necessary due to world population growth and environmental changes on earth. New Plant Breeding Techniques (NPBT) is developed. In the breeding, pollen is very important. We have achieved the estimation methods of pollens by imaging processing for the breeding. Techniques of collecting the precious pollens, as next stage, is needed. There are micro-objects such as pollen in micro-world. In the world, a problem is what adhesion has great effect on micromanipulation. We propose a micromanipulation method considering that an approach angle on pickup affects adhesion and mechanical balance on release with a system consisting of an optical microscope and micro-manipulators. Moreover, we present pickup approach by using an estimation a pollen's state from chromatic aberration in microscopic field in order that repeatability and accuracy of pickup and release uneven sized pollens is improved. The experimental results show the performance of the proposed pickup-and-place method.
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